
 

Meeting 1
st
 June 2011 

Agenda 
 
13:00hrs 
Coffee and biscuits. 
 
13:15hrs 
Tassos will start the meeting and welcome all participants. 
Ask if they have any issues to include in the “Any Other Business” or for 
any advice. 
 
First Item 
Subject of Management Committee. 
13:15hrs – 13:45hrs 
 
Second Item 
Subject of Public Liability. 
13:45hrs – 14:00hrs 
 
Third Item 
Any other business. 
14:00hrs – 14:30hrs 
 
14:30hrs – Close meeting. 



Artemis Cynthia Owners Meeting 
Wednesday 1st June 2011 

Meeting No: 1 
 
Location: Top Properties Main Office 
In Attendance: Tassos Tremetoushiotis, Anthoulla Christou, Marina Kelesidou, 
Andreas Charalambous, Andri Christodoulou, Peter Bullock and Mr & Mrs Knowles. 
Fiona Dean (minutes). 
 
Meeting Commenced at 13:20hrs. 
 
Introduction and welcome by Tassos Tremetoushiotis. Informed those present that 
meant as an informal meeting and no votes would be taken today. Also did anyone 
have any other business to be discussed at the end of the meeting?  
 
Subjects for any other business: Lighting of the complex, garden areas and 
communal expenses. 
 
First Subject: Management Committee 
Tassos: Briefly outlined some of the laws concerning work of a committee relating to 
a communal ownership complex such as Artemis Cynthia Complex. He provided the 
reference number for this law. The management committee is the responsibility of the 
company that constructed it prior to the issuing of title deeds. He has decided to 
establish a management committee very soon and this will be done in a further 
meeting to be held very soon. The committee will be able to use the standard rules 
and regulations for communally owned complexes provided for use by law or can 
amend/change from the standard from Cyprus Law providing that 75% of owners 
vote for the changes. Can not be changed otherwise. 
And. Char: Does Tassos recommend any changes/updates to the regulations as a 
builder? 
Tassos: The regulations do cover everything, but can be changed if necessary, 
providing the 75% is voting for these changes. 
Tassos: Reads some regulations of interest: 
When a property is rented out, this does not release the owner from their 
responsibilities. Also the tenant bears the responsibilities of the laws. 
The owners must inform the committee of who is living in their property 
(names/contact details etc). Also if the property will be left empty for more than 15 
days. 
The owners must allow a representative of the committee to check inside their 
property following any complaints and/or suspicions raised. 
Peter Bullock made his apologies and left at 13:45hrs. 
Tassos continued: Owners must pay any relevant expenses relating to their 
property on time. An assembly must be formed after the issuing of the title deeds; 
however we will introduce this from now, to be more efficient. They are required by 
law to meet once a year, however if there are any other issues in the meantime, they 
can meet more often. 25% of ownership can apply for a meeting to be held for 
discussions. He then went on to go through some general rules for forming a 
committee and some of the procedures. 
If owners do not sort out their financial obligations relating to their apartment, they 
are not able to vote according to the laws. Can use a proxy if not able to attend. The 



committee will be obliged to handle all finances, maintenance and issues for 
employees for these duties and to collect the money. The committee can ask for 
finances in advance (which will be deposited into a fund to work with). Not like now, 
where the company is financing all of the whole procedures and activities, the 
committee can ask in advance for money to pay bills, salaries, sewage emptying etc. 
These financial issues are to be reported once a year at the assembly. 
 
Second Subject: Insurance of the Complex: 
So far all have own insurance and this is a matter for voting at the next meeting. 
Quotations will be shown and a vote taken. Suggested there could be an insurance 
policy for the whole complex and individual owners would let their private policies 
lapse or otherwise cancel them (not the contents insurance). Suggests Public 
Liability cover to start with and then to decide if the whole complex is to be covered 
with perhaps the start date to be 01.01.2012 for example. 
Mrs Knowles: She has Public Liability cover already under her own insurance policy, 
who is responsible for the Public Liability for the communal areas at the moment? 
Tassos: Nobody. 
And. Char: That is what Tassos is trying to explain and go through with everyone 
now – that is what is being discussed. 
Tassos: Public Liability can be risky, as some may see it as an opportunity to try and 
make a claim. 
And. Char: He has an apartment in Limassol and they have not managed to make 
any decisions concerning Public Liability. 
Tassos: You are not responsible according to the actual law, however there is a 
window that concerns insurance in general, earthquake, fire etc. to enable covering 
and possible risk or responsibility. 
Tassos: Suggests a meeting to be held in about 2 weeks where a decision will be 
taken on Public Liability etc. 
And. Char: Offered to provide a quotation from the bank where he works. 
 
Third Subject: Any Other Business: 
Lighting:  
Tassos: Always easier to discuss such issues when we have good communications 
with owners, this is very important. Not always easy for us to realise with issues such 
as lights, as we are not present in the complex at night. We rely on people at the 
complex informing us of any problems such as these. Confirmed that bulbs have 
been taken out in an attempt to save electricity as the cost of this has risen a lot. 
Mrs. Knowles: Suggested a sensor. 
Tassos: With our experience, sometimes the practise is not as easy as the theory. 
Already used for 10 years and caused big headaches. 
And. Char: Relating to the complex in Limassol, this has been changed 3 times over 
the last 6-7 years after various problems. 
Mr. Knowles: Need an all night emergency light. 
And. Char: Could be the solution, he is not personally aware of the problems as he 
is not living in the complex. He suggested one permanent per block. 
Tassos: Has asked that lights are on until 1am from today. The installation cost for 
permanent lighting could be around €150 per light for emergency lighting in each 
block. He will study the issue of lighting at the entrance of each block. 
 
 



Gardens: 
Mr & Mrs. Knowles: The plants around the pools need trimming back, the ones that 
overlap the concrete edging.  
Tassos: The gardener does this 2-3 times a year. 
Mr & Mrs. Knowles: Concerned about the pool being unclean with leaves and 
spiders in the water and on the bottom. 
Tassos: Explained that we have experienced a lot of sand storms recently and this 
can make pools very dirty overnight. It is the first job of Dimitris every day to check 
the condition of the pools, needs understanding that in complex there are 5 pools, 
need time to have them cleaned even if a problem is located. 
Mr. Knowles: Some debris has been at the bottom of one pool all week. 
Tassos: Cleaning of the pools is scheduled for twice a week and as far as he is 
aware this is done. 
 
Communal Expenses: 
And. Char: Would like more information and breakdown to be provided, but this 
subject has now been covered by the management committee that will report once a 
year. 
Mrs. Knowles: Used to receive a breakdown of their communal expenses bill, but 
not now. 
Tassos: Those who want can ask Anthoulla for a breakdown. It is split by area of 
each apartment for example one bedroom, two bedrooms etc. Also this is the method 
used to calculate voting rights. Percentage of ownership is determined by the co-
efficient. That percentage of everything. There are 5 types of apartment at Artemis 
Cynthia with the different contribution ratio according to the property owned area.  
This is representative of how expenses are split and the votes available. 
And. Char: This is also the method used by banks for mortgages. 
Tassos: You will all be invited to next meeting soon, where issues can be discussed 
further and decisions taken. 
 
And. Char: Was the main purpose of the meeting the management committee? 
Tassos: It was to be discussed in this meeting, with decisions in the next meeting. 
What legal entity is to be registered. 
Mrs. Knowles: Do they need a management committee to sell their apartment? 
Tassos: If they decide to sell, they must inform the committee, but the committee is 
not involved (just for information). The new purchaser must inform the committee of 
their relevant details upon possession. 
Mr. Knowles: What about title deeds? 
Tassos: Not expected soon. He has cases of complexes receiving after 7 years in 
one case and even more in another case after completion. This is when the Land 
Registry manages to issue separate title deeds. 
And. Char: Upon receipt of the title deeds, any mortgage will transfer to the separate 
title deeds. The government needs money (transfer fee) and so this should speed 
things up. He also commented that he expected more people to attend the meeting 
today. 
Tassos: Some people had not turned up after confirming that they will be attending. 
He expects more at the next meeting. 
 
Tassos: Closed the meeting and thanked all present for attending. 


